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I.

INTRODUCTION

This is a fourth in a series of reports on the otitis Media
Program established in July 1970 through Congressional appropri
ation and Administration reallocation of funds.
For the first time sine otitis media became a reportable
disease in the Indian Health Serv~ ce, dat .._ for both acute and
chronic otitis for FY 1974 show a decline rather than an increase.
An Are? by Area comparison is the subject of Table 1. with the
exc'.r'tiofl .. ,.;: slightly more acute cases reported from Phoenix and
slirrhtly more chronic cases reported from USET, the figures
bt ~'Teen '73 and '74 are essentially down for both categories in
every Area. While the incidence rate for calendar year '74 is
not yet available, it would appear that this figure will also show
a decline--for the second year in a row. Table 2 shows a decline
for the fir.t time, between successive calendar years, in this
case between 1972 and 1973.
Whether or not this decline can be attributed to lessened
incidence of disease, better diagnosis at the Service Unit level,
or any combination of other factors, can only be speculated on
at this time. The same cautions pointed out in the report of
one year ago about generalizing from these data should be re
peated. Cases reported are based upon variable criteria for
diagnosis at the time of hospital visits so that chronic otitis
is felt to be considerably underestimated. The definition of
"chronic otitis media" appears, on examination of computer print
outs, to be highly suspect and probability of perforation being
present very questionable. Computer data must also be viewed
with suspicion when the data reported on chronic otitis from
Tucson over the past two years is examined; the low number of
acute cases compared to the exceedingly high number of chronic
cases make these data very suspect.
Other than the consistency seen in the lowered incidence
figures for the past two fiscal years, very few other general
ization now can be drawn from these data.

::'

Table 1
Chronic and Acute otitis Media, by Area
Fiscal Year 1973 and Fiscal Year 1974
Indian Health Service

Area

Fiscal Year 1973
Chronic
Acute

Aberdeen

9,049

645

5,779

498

A1c.~.(a

5,062

1,445

4,972

1,378

4,921

246

3,592

230

4,481

444

3,094

445

19,559

2,112

19,013

1,648

Oklahoma

5,304

629

4,799

597

Phoenix

8,127

908

8,407

607

Portland

3,196

369

2,749

294

41

844

28

996

1,379

82

1,323

108

61,119

7,724

52,756

6,801

j ..

huquerque

Billings
Navajo

Tucson
USET
TOTAL

Fiscal Year
Acute

1974
Chronic

Table 2
Reported New Cases of otitia Media
and Incidence Rates for Indians and Alaska Natives
Calendar Years 1962-1973

Number of
Gases

Rate per

CY

Indian and Alaska Natives
Rate per
N\mi>er of
100,000
Cases

100,000

Alaska Natives
Rate per
Number of
100,000
cases

1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962

58,036
57,781
19,478
44,008
39,351
36,470
30,211
28,224
22,614
22,290
18,397
13,382

52,999
53,419
45,283
41,109
36,568
33,503
27,377
25,144
21,502
21,267
17,052
12 ,383

12 ,429.4
12,780.1
11,066.9
10,253.1
9,313.6
8,717.5
7,281.0
6,968.0
6,131.3
6,772.9
5,500.6
4,007.4

5,037
4,362
4,195
2,899
2,783
2,967
2,834
3,080
1,112
1,023
1,345
999

12 ,103.6
12,289.8
10,742.4
9,745.0
8,892.3
8,413.7
7,118.8
6,909.6
5,688.2
6,243.7
5,211.7
3,801.7

Indians

9,487.1
8,361.4
8,159.8
5,723.2
5,577.3
6,038.0
5,857.6
6,467.2
2,372.6
2,379.1
3,127.9
2,323.3

'-"
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AREA REPORTS
ABERDEEN

There is only one special otitis Media Program in operation in
the Aberdeen Area, that provided by contract with the University of
Nebraska Medical Center to operate an ENT ~rogr~'~ and provide the
services of an b~ resident to the Service Unit at Pine Ridge, South
Dakota. During this fiscal year, the ENT resident also was able to
make regul",:: visH-s to Service Units at Eagle Butte and Rosebud,
South Dakota.
~e data reported herein, and in the summary table, are those
reported from this program only. preliminary figures for the first
half of FY 74 for services beyond Pine Ridge indicated a total number
of 246 children screened, with only 4 showing abnormal findings.
This screening was conducted by PHNs and school nurses and is limited
to audiometry so that the abnormal findings undoubtedly are far
below those to be expected had the screening been more comprehensive.

The fiscal limitations to date have limited the program to
Fine Ridge and vicinity. With this limitation in mind, however, a
number of accomplishments of this program need to be stressed. For
example, one unique feature of this program is the provision of
services by the University within the JHS hospital facility and its
satellites. By providing housing to the senior resident located on
site, better continuity and long term use of the resident is achieved
without, at the same time, adding to the overall cost of the contract.
There are limitations inherent in this arrangement, also, not the
least of these is the difference in salaries being paid to Federal as
compared to University personnel. This has resulted in some instances
in the University staff person being recruited to the Federal payroll
by virtue of the higher pay scale. Since IRS is limited to paying
salaries at the contractor's rate, however, this problem does not seem
capable of immediate solution. A second major problem beyond those
i.nherent in the size of the program is the limitation on distributi.on
of hearing aids. At the present time, it is necessary to transport
potential hearing aid users to University of Nebraska for evaluation-
a procedure which makes this cost prohibitive. The contractor, at
the same time, has been unable, due to his own personnel limitations,
to provide these services by sending audiologists to Pine Ridge with
any degree of regularity. Accordingly, the number of hearing aids pro
vided is far short of that needed.

Table 1:

Aberdeen

PINE RIDGE

FY 74

O'tORHI~YNOOU>GY

Total Visits for Ear Disease
Acute Ear Disease
Initial Visits
213
Follow-Up Visits
Chronic Ear Disease
Initial Visits
715
Follc»-Up Visits
Total Visits for other EN'I' Problems
Acute EN'!' Prob1eas
Init1al Visits
176
Follow-Up Visits
C'".conic EN'!' Problems
Initial Visits
229
Follow-Up Visits
TOTAL PATIENT VISITS
Initial Visits
1403
Follow-Up Visits
Total Surqical Cases
In-Patient Procedures
Ear SUrqery
167
other BNT SUrgery
out-Patient Procedures

-

Ear SUrgery
other EN'!' surgery

5

PROGRAM
1410
576
363
834
119

767
405
229
362
63

-

273
251
84
22
4

18

Surgery
other ERT SurC}'ery
185
Total Field Clinic Visits
Total BOn-surgical Admissions
Referrals to Contract Health Service
Days of COnsultant Visits
Total Number of Home Visits

-

273

TO'l'AL SURGICAL CASES
Ear

-2177

774

88

478
6
7
28
409

Total Ear operations (Area) : 107 (including
BeJlidji)
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ANCHORAGE
Anchorage, as the only program with specific line item budget
and staff, not surprisingly is also the most successful program
to date.
case finding is largely through the state Board of Health
program for communicative disorders.
Even though one otolaryngologist position was vacant for four
montrs the surgery schedule is on target with only one year of
"heavy" surgery remaining. The previously high success rate of
tT:~anoplasties is continuing this year at 80-90% anatomical
su.ccess.
The previously-reported decline in prevalence continues this
year, although no hard data are available. One year ago, 16% of
all surgical candidates were repeat cases; this ration, at Kotzebue
at least, has now declined to 10%. The program reports new cases
of chronic otitis media to be at maintenance level (no more than
3%) at Kanananak, Anchorage, Kotzebue, and Barrow. Tanana and
Bethel remain the big problems at present, with Bethel due to get
major emphasis in near future. Overall, the projection is for
achievement of maintenance level of no more than 3% throughout
Alaska by no later than two years from now.
Computer problems still persist, making more precise epidem
iologic data unavailable at the present time.
The major innovation in the surgery program over the past year
has been the reduction of hospital time spent in Anchorage post
surgically. The effect of such reduction will be analyzed next year.
The consistency of the Alaska program is most clearly evident
from a comparison of the selected services reported for FY 73 com
pared with those from ~y 74 on the following table.
The Mt. Edgecumbe project is being better incorporated into
the overall otitis media activity by utilizing the services at the
otolaryngologist into the ANMC program as often as is feasible.

7

Table 1 :

Anchorage

FY 73-74 Comparisons

-

73

74

5,757

6,196

4,406
1,351

4,833
1,363

1,942

1,921

1,577
365

1,537
384

749
154

1,030
165

1,942
1,577
365

1,921
1,537

1,942

1,921

Number of Rearinq Aids

29

20

Number of Persons Receivinq
Traininq

20

10

Total Number Screened
Children
Adul.ts

Nta'lber Fai.liDq aDd Referred
for Di~tic Audiometry
Aur~ometry

Chi::'.:4ren
Adults
.)toscopy

Children
Adults

Hulllber Found with Bearinq Loss

Children
Adults

Number Referred for Medica1l
8urg'ica1 Evaluation

Total Ear Operations:

384

799

8

As previously reported, the Albuquerque Area proqram is con
ducted through contracts with the DepartllleJlt of COaaamicative
Disorders at the university of New Mexico and the zuni Tribe.
Basically, these contracts provide for screening and follow-up,
referral, and aural rehabilitation services. Surgical services
are provided by local private practitionerr.

Through a series of unfortunate cirCUJlStances, including
the d.-:.ch of ~ne otitis media worker and several resiqnations,
the Albuquerque proqram underwent a qreat deal of trauma during
thit"' year. This notwi:thstandinq, as the CQIIIParative clata indicate,
the services contr~ed for were pJ:Ovided at a substant:ially
higher rate than in the previous year.
Of particular interest in this comparison is the substan
tially higher yield of failures. This is primarily due to the
fact that tympanometry during FY 74 was employed. routinely with
every child seen, whereas in 1973 only those children failinq
audiometry were given the tympanometric examination. This
greater yield clearly indicates the need for routine use of tym
panometry in any screening proqram.

9

Table 1:
FY 73 

Albuquerque
74 Comparisons

FY 73

FY 74

2,456

4,368

2,403
53

4,100
268

307
195
173
22
112
108
4

1,027
542
357
185
781
696
85

31
14
17

167
42
125

Number Found w,IHearing ress
Children
Adults

195
163
32

703
518
185

Number Referred for medical/
surgical evaluation

105

895

4

6

Total Number Screened
cM.ldren
Adul1:~

N;· i"ber Failing

Audiometry
Children
Adults
Tympanometry
Children
Adults
Number Referred for Diagnostic
AUdiometry
Children
Adults

Number Persons Receiving
Training *

Total Ear Operations:

*

26

Does not inclUde CRRS, SU personnel and others on one-day
training programs.
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BILLIRGS
Next to Alaska, Billing•. is the most successful proqraa to date.
services in I'Y 74 were provided under contract with tJIliversity of
washinqton and private practitioners in the State. cue find~J'9. is
larqely froa the state proe:JrUl and IllS nursing personnel, follow-up,
referral, aad surveillance activities as provided by travellinq team
(2 audiologists, 1 specialty trai.rled p!:ysician assistant) who
initiated a very COIIlprehensive and successful hearinq aid distribu
tion system. Area contracts with private ER'1' men to provide block
BUr9ery dchedules at facilities in Crow and BrowniJtq were continued
this year.

'the ~ison of gross data, below, between Py 73 and 74
indicates a qreat deal of c:cmsistency between the two years.
E:q)hasis of the project has been on case evaluation by a mobile
ear team Oft patients referred priJlarily throuqh Service unit phy
sicians. In qeneral, three alternatives for medical assessment: were
available in each evaluationJ (1) cases evaluated and treated by
the physician assistmt and/or his supervisor, (2) cases surqically
set by the DObile ER'1' team in the Service Unit hospital, (3) cases
referred to contract EN'!' physicians for either medical or BUr9ical
treatllent. Patients found with siqni.ficant pathol.oqy but mt
requirinq physician intervention are evaluat*! from a rehabilitation
standpoint by the team which may provide traininq and/or heariJlC1
aids or referral to such lIqency as CCS, DVR or tJni.veraity of Montana.
The screeninq proqram is carried out only on a very limited
basis in order to assess the current trend and types and numbers of
patho1o<JY present in school aqe children. Referrals fram existizlq
school screeninq proqrams are seen and evaluated by the team with
appropriate action beinq taken on those patients found to have
significant patholoqy.
All patients referred to contract physicians for operative
procedures or receivinq surqery in IHS facilities are followed at
reqular intervals by the team in order to assess results of the
treatJaent, as vell as to identify any eoq;»lications which lilly
result from that treatment.
oaring the year, additional funa.inq in the amount of $98,000
wu"-added to the university of washington contract to cover physi
cian fees and hospital costs for treatment of individuals with

11

middle ear problems by contract physicians. Among other thinqs,
this iq)roved the show up rate and reduced the amount of delay
between diaqnosis and treatment for individual patients. A second
advantaqe of the approach was that it allowed the contractor to
exercise some control in order to obtain continuity of care across
the entire area.
'!'he mobile ear clinic visits were coordinated to correspond
with contract physician vi*its to individua.l Service Units, thereby
gain:i.ng the maxiDIam use of the facility as well as the most con
vient and CXJIIII>rehensive care for the ~ ~dividual patient. This
has also allowed a reduction in the cost ot: individual care by
providing the contract physicians with complete audioloqical workups
availab'.d at the time the patient was seen. This enabled the con
tract physician to schedule surgery where indicated and inform the
patir:.nt of specific times and dates, rather than leaving this to
b~ u:.ne following additional office visits in his own office.
'l'his
joint effort has improved the show up rate for surgery done off the
reservation as well as the quality of the follow-up care.
EN"!' surgery programs were orqanized and are DOW' flDlctioning
within three IHS facilities in Montana. 'rhis required additional
equipment and personnel for each of the proqr8JllS. The SUDIDeX'
program at Browning necessitated hiring extra nurses aDd associated
personnel along with coordinating the schedule of "block contract"
EN'!' surqeons who participated in the program. '!'he winter program
was held at crow Agency and also required additional perSOJ'D'lel and
the coordination ot the program which was carried out one week per
month over a period of five months. The thUd proqr_, at Fort
Belknap, was more limited in scope due to the JeStrictions imposed
by the facility and thereby required less additional personnel
and equipment. A prime disadvantage to these proqraJIIS is that they
have had to be carried out as a program outside the reqular opera
tion of the hospital and accordingly has resulted in CCI8IPlications
in coordination and function between reqular personnel and the
special personnel for this program.

One of the most innovative aspects of this program was the
use of the physician assistant providing services as part of the
mobile team. This man has been responsib1e for examination of all
the patients who come through the mobile ear clinic. comparison
of his findings and those of the supervising otolarynqoloqist have
been very favorable to the ~ent that this contractor feels that
this establis-' that paramedical personnel with limited amounts
of training can conduct a very adequate examination on otologic
patients. In addition, the physician assistant provides post

12

operative care of patients who received surgery throuqhout the
proqram of the Billings Area. The physician assistant is also
responsible for ~ntaininq the mobile ear clinic and providing
for its reqular JUintenance as well as participatiDg in a nwrber
of traininq sessions durin<} which time he deuonstrated and discussed
with various cliAic and PHS nurses the techniques of usiDq the
otoscope to identify patholoqical conditions of the ear.
'!'he MDbile Ear tecua s\11llllarY report- of FY 74 activities is as

follows.
Numbp:. of Days At Each Service unit:

13 days
26 days
13 days

Northern Cheyenne
Flathead
Fort Belknap
Rocky Boy
Fort Peck
Crow
Blackfeet
Wind River
Office
Remainder of Days:

8 days
days
days
days
days
days

23
47
34
13
27

*

Travel, Holidays, vacation

Number of Miles Traveled:

20,179 miles

ApproxiJRate Hours of Patient Contact:
Hearing Aid Evaluations:
Rearing Aid Rechecks:

973 1/2 hours

139 "'aluations

152 returns

Number of Ear Impressions:

NU11Iber of Patient Contacts.

130 impressions
2,492 patients

Diagnostic Hearing Evaluations:
Pure Tone - 2,108
Speech Audiometry - 542
'l'ympanometry - 1,428
Eustachian Tube Function - 281
Bekesy Audiometry - 91
Special Tests - 116
*Due to the delay in beginning the Browning summer Proqram, eiqht
days were spent at other Service 'Units.
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Table 1:

Bi11inqs

FY 73-74 comparisons
py 73

Total Patients Seen

children
Adults
MwIIbc...L of r d.cients w/patholoqy
~hildren

Adults

FY 74

2,412
1,691
751

2,226
1,530
696

751
364
397

1,000

677
277

598
393
205

700
417
283

472
301
171

929
406
523

697
249
448

419

588

502

498

~rofPnient8Ful~

Ot:escopy

Children
AcIu1ts
NuIIber of Patients Faillnq
TyDIpanometry

Children
Adults

400

N\DIt)er of Patients w/Hearinq
Lolls

Children
Adults
NUmber Referred for Medica1/
SUrqical Evaluation

Total Ear Operations:

97
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Table 2:

Billings

Diagnosis in Clinics and School Screeninqs
Fiscal Year 1973-74
External o t i t i s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1:1
1:2
1:3
1:4
1:5
116
1:7
1:8
1:9

: ; 1" :

c~

(vax:)------------------------

Acute otitis lledia (serous or purulent)--
Chronic suppurating otitis media-------
Chronic dry otitis media--------------
Chronic or recurrent serous otit'is media-----
Sensorineural hearing 1oss-- - - - - - - - - - - - 
Conductive hearinq loss, other causes--------
D.f.~ziness, vertigo, Meniere's Disease, etc. - ~

1112
III3
II:4
II:5
III6

No.
94
191
157
140
368
325
310
125
3

1m

Acute rhinitis, common c o l d - - - - - - - - - - - 
Chronic atrophic or dry crusted rhinitis----
Allerqic or vaso~tor r h i n i t i s - - - - - 
Nasal fracture, acute or s e q u e l a e - - - - - 
Rasal septal deviation-------·- - - - - - - Sinusitis--------------------------

164

Adenoids----------------------------

81

III:l
11112
IIII3

Acute pharyngitis, tonsillitis, sore throat-
Chronic or recurrent pharyngitis, tonsi1litis-

IVII
IV:2

Acute or chronic 1arynqitis, hoarseness----Acute or chronic bronchitis, c0U9h------

62
24
33
49
10
342

t

3.1
6.3
5.2
4.6
12.1
10.7
10.2
4.1
0.1
52.4
5.4
2.0
0.8
1.1
1.6
0.3
11.2

45
34
160

6

--!!.
17

VII
VI2

All other diagnoses-----------------------
No sYJlllPtoms, check-up, normal

ENT-------

154
657
811

TOTAL--------------------------- 3043
Ro. of school children screened out of tota1--

427

14.0

15

Patients Referred to Crippled Childrens Services I
patients Referred to Vocational Rehabilitation:
Patients Referred to veterans Administration:

12
40

7

Children Referred to State School for Deaf and Blind:
'!'Otal Nullber of HeariDq Aids Issuecl Durinq FY 74:

Hearinq Aids Purchased by Billings Areal

2

124

66 or 53 per cent

Hearing Aids received throuqh Communication Disorders Unit: 58 or 47 percent
harinq Aids repaired under warranty:

8

Hearinq Aids repaired under University of washinqt:on Contract:
Hearinq Aids Issued

as

Related to Degree of Hearinq LosS:

Mild Loss Category (20dB - 35 dB SRT * ) - 1%
Moderate Loss Category (40 dB - 60dB SRT) - 52%
Severe Loss category (65 dB + SRT) - 38\
Precipitous High Frequency Loss - 9'
*SRT - Speech Reception Threshold

Percentage of Different Models Issued:
Behind-the-ear - 69'
Body Models - 12\

Eyeglass (CROS-BICROS) - 12\
Bone conduction - 7\

Distribution of Battery Size:
Size 675 - 45'
Size 76 - 45'
Size 401 - 10\

12

16
Type of Hearinq Loss as Related to Fittinq of Cll:>S-BICROS Aids:

CROS Aid for Bilateral Precipitous Loss - 8 patients
CROS Aid for unilateral Deafness - 2 patients
CS>S Aid for Chronic Drainaqe - 2 patients
BICROS Aid for unilateral Deafness and Loss in Better Ear - 2 patients
BICROS Aid for Chroftic Drainaqe - 4 patients
Hearing Aids Issued

as

Related to Sex of Patient:

Male Patients Issued Aids: Sl\
Female Patients Issued Aids: 49\
H" ...£ina

".~<is

Issued as Related to the Aqe of the patients:

Aqe 0 - 17 years:
6'
Aqe 18- 19 years: 10'
Aqe 30- 59 years:
30\
Aqe over 60 years: 54'
Hearinq Aids Issued as Related to Type of Hearinq Loss I
Sensori-neural hearinq loss - 48\
Conductive hearinq loss - 10\
Mixed hearing loss - 52'
Percentaqe of the above with etiloqy of otitis media:
Model

1IuJli)er Issued

66'

Nualber Repaired or
Needinq Repair

BehiDd-the-ear
Maico CQ
Audiotone A-20
Qualitone TSP
Qual!tone SWH
Qmnitone star 6F
Fidelity F-ll
ot:icon 565 SX
widex 52
Sie.ens 384 SL
Norelco 1CL 6730
Vicon OE 124

17
13

3
3

6

1
1

8

10
9

4

3
15

2

3
6
1

2

12

2

1
1

EXe-Glass Models

Sonotone CROS
SOhotone BICROS
oterion Bone COnduction

2
4

17
NuDber Issued

Model

Number Repaired or
Weeding Repair

Body Models -. Air
Fidelity 360
otiCClll\ 37lPP
OImitone 12
AC011Sticon A770
Zenith Award

•
1
1

3
2

SUDlary of Hearinq Aids Issued at Each Service unit:

CrOll:

'1earinq Aids Issued: 16
Hearing Aids Repaired: 3
Hearing Aids Lost:
6
Blackfeet:
Rearing Aids Issued: 31
Rearinq Aids Repaired: 7
Hearing Aids Lost:
5

Wina River:
Hearinq Aids Issued: 15
Rearinq Aids Repaired: 5
Hearing Mis Lost: 1
Rocky Boy:
Rearing Aids Issued: 3
Hearing Aids Repaired: 8
Hearing Aids Lost: 0
Fort Peck:
Hearing Aids Issued: 14
Bearing Aids Repaired: 1
Hearinq Aids Lost: 2
Fort Be lknap:
Hearing Aids Issued: 6
Hearinq Aids Repaired I 1
Hearing Aids Lost & 0
Northern Cheyenne:
aearinq Aids Issued: 12
Bllarinq Aids Repaired: 0
Bearinq Aids Lost: 2

1
1
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Flathead:
Hearing Aids Issued: 27
Bearing Aids Repaired I 3
Hearing Aids Lost I 2
Note:

The nUDber of hearing aids repaired reOects only those aids sent
in to the -anufacturer for repair and not those repaired by the
audiMilgist.

Note that over half of the hea:ing aia:::> issued during FY 74 vere
purchased by the Billings Area-contract funds. Two facts account for
this I ] . The hearing aid dispensinq program from the Indian Health
Service Cc~ication Disorders unit in Albuquerque did not get
underN:ly until later in the FY, therefore, aids were purchased to
crm·Li..lue the operation ot the hearing aid proqram. 2. Special aids,
nuaely bone conduction and CROS, are not available through the C01E\\1
Dication Disorders Ohit. Since 19' of the hearing aid patients need
these types of hearinq aids, they were purchased by the Billlnqs
Area in order that the amplification needs of each person could be
JDet.
Due to the number of lost hearing aids, the following policy vas
adopted: Rearing aids issued will be reJlllired when necessary and
replaced when it is no longer feasible to repair the aid, however,
if the hearing aid is lost, it will not be replaced by this proqraa.
There is some indication thAt hearing aids are sold to pawn shops
occassionally. It is hoped that this more stringent policy will
alleviate this somewhat in the future.
'nle eRR' s who attended the otitis Media Worker training in
Albuquerque have been supplied with parts necessary to lllake repairs
(ainor) to avoid having to send aids away. Major repairs will be
done by the individual manufacturers either under warranty or paid
per aid.
A system for hearing aid users to obtain batteries at the
service unit is now in operation at each location. Persons who
purchased their own aids or received them through another proqraa
are also receiving batteries.
There was a greater backlog of hearing aid evaluations at Wind
River thaa any other service unit. Since Dr. Christianson, otolaryn
gologist, makes monthly visits to Fort washakie, arrangements were
made for his audiologist to also qo to Wind River and see SOI8e of
the hearing aid patients. This should be a more expedient way of
handling the hearing aid patients and allows for monthly follow-up,
if this is indicated. The hearing aids are continuinq to be supplied
by this program or through the C01DIIIUnication Disorders unit.
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If the service provided by this contract were done so on a fee
for-service basis, they would be as follows: *

**

Bearing Aid Evaluations
Bearinq Aid Follow-up
Ear Ilipressions
Pure '!'one Audiometry
Speech Audiometry
IJIlI)edanc:e Audiometry
Bekesy Audiometry
Special Teats

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

$25.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
5.00

$

3475.00
760.00
650.00
21080.00
5420.00
21420.00
455.00
580.00

$ 53840.00

*
**

Based on fees currently charqed by audiologists in the Montana
area, who function on a counsulting basis, and fees also
correspond to the schedule in use at the university of Washinqton.
Ear molds usually cost approximately $25.00 at a heariDg aid dealer.
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Bl!'JIlIDJI

We;) special otitis media fU11ds were made available to BeJlidji
until this fiscal year and end-of-year funding probleE prohibited
the establishllen1: of concerted program at this time. FuDds.-de
available were distributed to various Service units to provide
med1cal and 8urqical services for previously identified persons
in Deed of such services. In addition- the Bemidji SUb-Area
continued to provide services from .;)ther of its resources, lmst
notably in Minnesota where regularly-scheduled D1T and audiolo
qical se:o:-"ices were provided by private practitioners in Duluth
and f_~ t~-:. Mayo clinic.
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As waa reported last year, the surgical proqrll1ll at the GIl«:
continues to have difficulty in makinq any significant iJlroads
into the surgical bac1cloq of cases due to insufficient operatinq
rooa tille, operatinq room staff, and E2ft' physicians to provide
these services. other elements ot the pxogram, however, continue
to function satisfactoriely and, durina FY 74, additional re
sources at facilities outside Ball\l.? were \..~J.lized to some ~,
such as the contract with McJCinley General Hospital. other
contract!: with private practitioners and hospitals in areas outside
Gallur wer~ dlso continued durinq this year.

Since the ince~ion or the otitis Media proqram on Navajo, the
contract with the university of Colorado has been in effect to pro
vide the servicell of an EIft' Fellow and Senior Resident. 'I'h1s
PX'OCJX'- also continued c!urinq FY 74 and the results of these physicians'
activities are presented in '1'able 2 below.
'l'he screening', case finding and hearing aid proqram, also in
effect under contract with the lIniversity of Colorado since the
program's inception, also continued throuqhout this fiscal year.
Data in Table 1 would indicate that the proqrua has reached a
stable point within present resource liDdtations. In addition to
the university of Colorado project, funds -.ade available throuqh
BIA provided for the full-time services of an audiologist for the
year specifically for the purpose of fittinq hearinq aids. By
the end of the year, 15 aids had been fitted under this proqraa,
an additional 32 students who were found to need heariJlq aids
refused to acce~ them.
Navajo Area has also been outstandinq in its provision of in
service training semilUlrS for public health nurses and other
interested persons. The project field audiologist also pro'fidetl
in-service trainineJ in the field to school nurses, PHNs, physicians,
hospital nurses, and other field health personnel at each location
served by the project.
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Table 1 s

Navajo

n 73 - FY 74 comparisons
FY 75

FY 73

14,356

12,061

481

423

594

480

'rotaJ with Hearing Loss

594

423

Total Referred for Medical/SUrgical
Evaluation

594

546

NuIaber ot Hear1.Dq Aids

54

75

NtIJIt)er of Persons Receiving Traininq

27

116

Total Nalaber of Children Screened.
Tot&l. FailincJ AudioMetry
Total

F?_~J.iDq

otoscopy

Total Ear Operations s

.0

.• __ •••

_

'

••

,

•••• _

••• _ .

368

__•

. _ , .• •

_
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Table 2 s

Navajo

BRT SURGICAL PROCEDURES
PERPORMBD BY PELLOWS AND RESIDElftS
OORING PERIOD 7/1n3 - 6/30/74

Note:

-.-jor otolo9ic Cases· include '1'yIlIpanop1ast:y, Maatoidectc.y,
'1'YJIpmloto1llY,

1.)

Etc.

Dr. Lauren Bolinger (Resident) - July 73 - october 73

GIll::

McKin1e

General

Major oto1oqic Cases
As SUrc3'eon
As Assistant
~~:.or

39

Qt-.,logic cases

As Surgeon
As ABs't

2

other mr SUrgery
As SUrgeon
As Ass't
2.)

75
1

Dr. John Sobel (Residen1:) - NoveJllber 73-February 74

Major oto1oqic Cases
As SUrc3'eon
As Ass't
Minor oto1oqic Cases

34
1

As SUJ:'qeon
As Ass't
other EN'!' S\1rqery
As SUrqeon
As ABS't

3.)

1

6

70
4

Dr. Kenneal Y.C. Chun (Re.tdent) March 74-June 74

Major oto1oqic cases

25

As Sl1rg'eon

11

As Ass't
Minor oto1oqic Cases
. . SurCJeon

2

ABa't
other EN'!' Surgery
As SUrgeon
As Ass't
As

4.)

41
9

1

Dr. Nquyen 'nlanh 'l'ra (AMA-Sponso ed Fellow Assigned by U.of Colo.)-eame

on duty in Gallup May 74
Major oto1oqic cases
As SUrgeon
As Ass't
Minor otologic Cases
As Surgeon
As Ass It

12

1

other mT Surgery
As 5urqeon
As Ass't

12
6
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RESIDElf1'-PELLOW EH'l' SURGERY

(Continued )

5.)

Or. Paul Burqert (Pel~) - Came on duty 4/29/74

McKinl

General

Major otoloq1c cases
As SUrqeon
As Ass't
MiJ,...:: otoll",,;1c cases
As Surqeon
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1

Ass't
other DP1' SUrqery
As

As
As

surqeon
Ass't

1

3

2

5
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That the oklaho. . proqram has gotten underway can readily be
seen froll the coaparison of nUllbers of services reported for FY
73 aDd Py 74. Services are provided by Indian para-professionals
under a triJ:)al contract at eiqht Service units. Each Service
unit is equipped with • miniature sound booth, audiometer, and
related equipment. Data reported for otoscopic eXUliDations
are expected to rise as this technique is l-Jre widely used
duriDq the next fiscal year.

:...ack ~~ sufficient professional personnel through '74 inhi
the development of a larqe scale bearing aid provision

bit~

jJ"::'O'",TaJll.
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Table 1:

Oklahoma

FY 13 - 14 OODparisons

FY 13
'.fOtal Nult>er Screened
Children
Adults
Nm\t)er FlUHng AudiOMetry

Children
Adults
Nuli>er Referred for Diaqnostic
AudiOlletJry
Chilcsren
Adults

FY 14

1:09
469
140

24,891
21,422
3,469

43
30
13

3,162
2,622
540

44
32
12

1,246
978
268

214
91
123

2,046
1,642
404

156

749

9

61

N\mt)er Found wlHearinq

Loss
Children
Adults
Number Referred for Medical/SUrgical

Evaluation
'HuJlI:)er of Hearing Aids
Number of Persons Receiving
Training

17
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PHOENIX

After a laptIe of several years, in FY 74 Phoenix once aqain had
the services of a full-time otolarynogoloqist. In the absence of
any screeninq proqrala and the previous liaitation ot the pJ:'09'ram to
lCea- Canyon only, no data comparable to those presented for other
Areas is possible. At PIle, hovevwr, there were 350 children and
210 lIdults referred for diagnostic autJioDle't:ry, 69 hearing aids were
purchased and issued, 13 persons receiving crai.niJlg ill SOlDe aspects
of the otitis media proqram, and 139 ear operations were perforlMd.
:&.'he JI'.:.jor new activity undertaken by the Phoenill Area is a
cont-:act, initiated at the beginning of the year, with the Department
{'"f _':u:tily and ccmamity Medicine of the tbU.versity of Arizona to
study the feasibility of establishing an otitis Media control proeJraa
at several service units within the Area. The first phase of the
contract, which was COIIIPleted in February, 1974, included the follow
inq act! vities :
1. A literature search in preparation of a biblioqraphy of
medical and epi~oloqic literature on otitis media.
2. Devel.oplllent of precise operational definitions and
clinical classification of otitis media to be used as criteria
for measurinq incidence and prevalence in the second-phase, the
control program.
3. A field survey and report on Service Units within the
Phoenix Area, focusing attention on such contributory factors
as housing, educational level, cultural factors, nutritional
status, availability of .edical care, and other factors which
may contr1hute to the otitis media problem.
4. A field survey on the capability of each Service unit
to support any newly developed proposed pr09TaJIl of otitis media
control. This included appraisal of staff, housing, equipment,
supply and travel requirements for such a prograJll.
5. SUggestiOllS were made for the development of an otitis
media registry, as well as epidemiloqic surveillance of a
cohort population in selected Service units to give necessary
information not now available about the precise prevalence
and distribution of the disease.
6. Reca-uendations were made for the employment of indige
nous health aids at selected Service units for the purpose of
implementing the control program based upon priJlary prevention
with ~hasis on health education, early detection, and intervention.
7. Cost projections for the proqram on an annual basis for
the next five years were also presented.
~g other findings, a careful review of the cOJi1?Uter printouts
for the Phoenix Area lead to the conclusion that very little relia
bility can be placed upon the existing data. Lack of uniform criteria
for the diagnosis of acute and chronic otitis media has resulted in
a great variability among individual physicians in recordinq and
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reporting this disease. In addition, very little relationship was
discovered between the subjective opinions of the professional staff
of the respective Service tJJlits reqarding the frequency of acute
otitis media in that jurisdiction, and the "objective- data reported
froll the printouts. 'the conclusion drawn is that there is, in fact,
DO accurate inf~tion available on the relative frequency ad
distribution of otitis media amonq the several Service units within

Pboeni* Area.
Based upon the first six months of the contract, the contractor
thai: control prograJIS be instituted at three Service
units not based priMri1y 11p01l dis~a4e inc: :,mce, but upon the
service units interest, capability, patient load and other charac
teristiCI' which would permit the coq»arison of disease frequency
as it' ~ ~ associated with other factors such as goqraphy,
cli.TUte, cultural -ares, accessibility to care, and related factors.
In ~ L'ter of priority, the fo11owinq Service units were reC'OW'E'Dded
...or Phase B of this contract: San carlos, lCeams Canyon (Hopi) , lCeallS
canyon (Ravajo) , ad COlorado River.
r~anded

The second phase of the project, which has been extended into
the current fiscal year has been concerned with the selection of
personnel to iJlp1.-nt the proqram developed during the first
phase at the Service units IPP8cified. By the end of the fiscal
year, these technicians had been selected and trained and this
phase of the project gotten underway. No data were available by
the end of the fiscal year to report on the effectiveness of the
prQ9rUl throuqh that point.
The major elements of the control program are:
1. Development and design of an operational traininq program for
physicians and other personnel in order to raise the index of
suspicion and increase early detecting capabilities. standarized
classifications and diaqnostic criteria which have been developed
are beinq used.
2. Intensive case follow-up: on all pers01'1S with first episodes
of the disease and all children under the age of five, the foll~
inq steps are taken:
a. Follow-up household visits by a trained health worker
to assure that the patient is following the preacribed therapeutic
regimen.
b. Planned program health education in the home directed
at the parents or guardians or older chi ldren.
c. Environmental surveys are carried out to detex'Jline the
presence or absence of crowding, availability of heat and electri
city, running water, and adequate sewaqe disposal.
d. A medical biaIbory and otologic examination of sib1inqs
and other children in the household are taken.
3. Otitis 1Edia registry: Every case detected by IllS staff or the
personnel is entered into a registry.
4. The active involvement of the Indian cOll'lllUJ\ity is essential,
particularly in the consumer aspect of the program and in the deve1
opIent of couailU1\ity health education program.
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5. In each site chosen for the project, a specifically desiqned
health education program is being developed with t~ need for
developing an effective case finding proc*iure in hiqh risJI. and
low referral CJrOUPS.
6. In order to establish firm baseline data, a sound system of
ascertainment of the ooJlllUnity level of infection is beinq developed.
This i8 being done by developing a prospective cohort study whereby
infants born after a specific date will be examined at periodic
intervals to detect the early onset of otitis media. Periodic study
of the cohort will help elucidate the JVl.tural hi8CaOEy of the disease
and help identify high risk groups. Every ....... fort is being made to
coordinate the projects of on going programs such as well-baby clinics.

Oak Knoll Navy project

In June, 1973, an arrangement for the transportation of patients
for otologic surgery to this Navy facility in California was under
taken. While no "final" data are yet available, preliminary
assessments indicate a success of about 75%. This activity has
been supported, initially, by contract medical care funds which are
used to provide transportation, housing, etc. This cost is approx
imately $1,100.00 per patient. Hospital charges, surgical fees,
medications, etc., are paid by the Navy.
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PORTLAND

During FY 74, the emphasis in the Portland Area shifted. from
surgical intervention to establishing otitis media preventive and
outreach services at three Service units, Fort Hall, Yakiaa, and
L~. '!'he S8lllP1e project, below, describe!': the services being
provided.. unfortunately, no statistics are available to indicate
the n~rs of persona receiving these services.
A.

Objectives:

.... Tn :lelp prevent in infants and YOung' children the progression
of .acute otitis media into chronic otitis media. This will occur
tltrt,j.'gh the development of better health in such children combined
_ith complete eaadication of acute middle ear disease Whenever it
develops.
2. To assist in the provision of restorative treatment (surgery,
hearinq UlPlification, etc.) to those children, adolescents and young
adults already affected with chronic otitis media through case
findiDq and follow-up activities.

B.

GeIleral Description:

!'he project is tribally sponsored and administered. It receives
professional support from the Indian Health Clinic. Because of si...
ilarities in activities it is closely coordinated and in some ways
inteqrated with the already existing maternal and child health project.
C.

Services Provided:

1. Acute otitis media follow-up and outreach.
2. outreach and educational preventive health care services for
infants and children.
3. Educational services for families with respect to diagnosis,
treatment follow-up care for infants and children with otitis media
and general health care for the family.
4. Chronic otitis media - outreach and follow-up of children
with otitis media.
5. Supporting maternal outreach and educational activities to
young parents (includes prenatal, post-partum and family planning).
6. Clerical support of outreach activities.
7. Participation in pertinent clinics, well child, prenatal,
postaipartua, ,otitis lledia.
8. Screening and case finding services, i.e., audiometric testing,
etc.
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D.

Personnel Required and Activities of Personnel:
K:H aide

Clerk
1.

Activities or K:B-Aide

a. Assists in assuring that patients with acute otitis
media are followed up until discharge. High priority - all
children three years of age and unt:.er.
b. Provides outreach and educational activities to assist
in estab".isbiag continuous health surveillance for all children
under Age ... ~ five years.
c. Assists wit:h case finding and follow-up of patients
-",it:. otitis media.
d. Assures that mothers appear for prenatal, post-partum
aDd family planning as appropriate.
e. Assists in well chi14, JDOther and otitis media
specialty clinics.
2.

Activities of Clerk

a. Maintains chronic and recurrent otitis media reqister
or roster. Includes appointment notification, tickler files, etc.
b. Assists and gives clerical support to MeR-Aide.
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TOCSON

The mobile screeninq clinic operated under contract with the
Papago tribe by the Sells Service unit was again supported throughout
FY 94. As can be seen from the data for FY 74, below, the proqram
appears to have achieved a "maintenance" level with the baJlkloq
of previously screened patients needing services eliminated.
Table 1:
FY 73

Tucson

74 comparisons
FY 73

'l'otal NuDber Screened (Audiol.)
Children
Adults
Number Failing Audio.Screen
Audiometry
Number Found wlllearing IDss
Rearing Aids

Py

74

604

458

604
0

448
10

61

6

9

2

22

0

1

9

Ear operations:

0
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USE'!'

Two reservations within USE'!' (Cherokee and choctaw) have initiated
programs. under contract. for case-findinq. referral r and follow-up
hearing aid services using local professional and para-professional
personnel. Expectation is for initiation of similar proqraa in Florida
in the near future from Conqressional add-on funds.

The earliest established progr':-..Ill r for :":::stern Cherokee r accounts
for all the data reported below. The llecond contract r for the
Mi8sissi~i choctaws r was put into ef fect auring this year. but no
data "·';re rp:;"orted froa this area due to several personnel changes
on t:he contract.
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Table 1:

cherokee, North Carolina

FY 73
'l'ota1 Humber Screened

Children

Adults
RuDber Fa! ling
Children

Yults

Number Referred for/Surg.lntervention
NuIlber SUrqiea1 Procedures
Nwlber Hearing Aids Provided

Adults

FY 74

2200

1707

1893
"')7

1499
208

405

246

216
189

158
88

291

267

50

87

o

30

o

30

Total Ear Operations:

14
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III.

RESEARCH

&

TRAINiliG
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

O1:itis Media prograJI Evaluation
This evaluation project, conducted under contract with the
university of Utah, is the major research activity being carried
on at this time and is beinq supported with Indian Health Service
evaluation f\Dlds.
Thp purpose of the contract is to obtain baseline data on
curren-:- status of ear disease and services for remediation,
(2) r-arental and e::em-mity kDowledqe and attitudes regare!iJlg health
rld ~iaease, with particular euphasis on ear disease, aD4 (3) avail
ability and utilization of related services available in schQole
which pertain to screening for disease and educational. proqr.. for
children with hearing loss.
(1)

For each of five qeographica.lly diverse Indian Health Service
Service units (in Aberdeen, Phoenix, Portland, and USE'!' Areas) the
followinq sets of information are being obtainedl (1) Medical and
&udioloqic exaJI1nations of selected groups of American Indian
children, (2) detenaination of location and accessibility of medical
facilities; (3) determination of treatment facilities, number of
physicians and their specialties, and treatment of otitis media
used by these physicians, (") determination of parental knowledqe,
attitudes and believes related to otitis media and its effects,
hearing loss, and remedial prostheses, (5) determination of the
availabili ty and adequacy of hearinq screening- proqraJllS in the
schools.
The objectives of the project are: (1) To assess the ~ct
of the Otitis Media Program on the prevention of the disease, (2)
to assess the reliability of certain techniques for predicting
surgical success, (3) to assess the effectiveness of auditory
rehabilitation programs in the Indian population.
The following procedures are beinq used to obtain the baseline
datal (1) Each preschool and early elementary qrade child is
qiven an otoscopic, audiologic and tyq;>anometric examination to
determine the prevalence of active Dtiddle ear disease, acute
and chronic, (2) to examine hospital records to detend.ne the
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present rate of acute otitis Media seen, (3) provide indiqenous
interviewers tos interview parents of the children exaJlined to
deterlline the extent of parental knowledge of ear disease r pre
valent believes and attitudes pertaininq to ear disease r hearing
loss, etc.
The ptlriod of performance of this contract is to March 3l r l976.
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BILLINGS
Investigation of Bacterial Contamination through the Use of the 11IlJ?!dance
Bridge
This study was conducted in the Billings Area under the direction
of Mr. Charles Lewis, Audiologist, and Ms. Carol Enscoe, consulting
Nurse-~idemiologist.

Because of the significance of the finaings of this project to
ongoing screening activities, a detailed summary of this investigation
is preser.:':ed below. The research has been submitted for publication
in an apprct-riate journal.
~nitial motivation for the study grew out of a concern over the
high numbers of post-op infections and a question concerning the
involvement of the impedance bridqe in this problem. The first
steps in this evaluation included the culturing of the plastic
tips which are used to blrt:a1n a seal in the ear canal when doing
impedance measurements. Two hundred tips, which had been cleaned
using the usual procedure of wiping the tips with an alcohol wipe
or washing them in phisohex and water, were placed in the culture
medium and the culture medium was incubated. 110 pathogenic bacteria
colonies were found when these culture mediums were examined follow
ing incubation. This would appear to indicate that the contribution
of the plastic tips to the contalllination of ears is ad.nimal.

The next portion of the investigation involved the culturing
of the discharge drawn from the impedance bridge itself. Two
hundred six sample cultures were taken from the discharge of the
probe tips and from the discharge from the pressure outlet where
it connects to the polyethylene pressure tube. These cultures were
then incubated and examined. The results strongly indicated that
bacteria can be drawn frolll1he ear canal of one patient and discharqed
into the canal at a distance of at least six inches from the orifice
of the probe tip. 'l1le bacteria which were isolated included staph
aureaus in six cultures, staph epidermidis in thirty cultures, beta
strep in three cultures, pseudomonas in eleven cultures, and assorted
other types of bacteria in lesser numbers.
The implication drawn from this finding is that one IllUSt be
particularly sensitive to the possibility of drawing pathogenic
bacteria from an infected ear and introc:lucing it into the next case
evaluated. 'l"his may not be of concern in cases having closec! tyJllpanic
melllbranesJ however, the possibility is certllltnly present that pathogenic
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bacteria may be introduced into the middle ear of the patient's tympanic
membrane through a perforation. It should be noted that bacteria were
cultured from the discharge of the pump at the back of the machine which
would indicate that they had been drawn the length of the polyethylene
tube and may exist in the pump itself. Most, but not all, of the
bacteria were cultured following an evaluation of an individual with
active ear disease.
Based on the findings of this study, the otitis Media Project in
the Bi llings Area has taken the followi ~.J prec2. _~ionary measures:
1.
operationr

Pnst-operative tympanometry in cases having had tympanoplasty
not Jone until the healing process is complete.

~s

,. Cases in which myringotomies and placement of ventilating
have been carried out are evaluated for eustachian tube functioning
only after several discharges of the pump system through the probe tip
have been completed.
t'\ilie~

3. Every effort is made to end the evaluation of an individual
patient with a positive pressure in the middle ear canal so that the
probe tip is not removed in the presence of a negative pressure. Nega
tive pressure may cause the bacteria to be carried further down the
polyethylene tubing toward the pump.
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COMMUNICATION DISORDERS UNIT

In addition to serving as the locale for coordination of all IHS
otitis media activities, the Communication Disorders unit is a service
wide facility for hearing aid distribution, calibration and repair of
audiometric-tympanometric equipment, and site for 4evelopment of para
professional training, etc. A limited number of "service delivery" ';
research activities were underway during FV 74 -- collection of baseline
data on individual hearing aid output for latet analysis, further
development of phonetic audiometry, and evaluation of Indian involvement
in otitis ~~a activitias.
Du:.:;r:g FY 74, 60 audi-.eters were calibrated and/or repaired, in
addH ~,or.: CODln\D'lication Disorders unit audiometers and tympanometers were
~hecked and calibrated on a regular schedule, data are being collected
for determination of instrument stability. The electronics technician
assisted in obtaining individual hearing aid output print-outs, and
repaired and/or modified hearing aids as required. The technician
also assisted in the development and construction of prototype instru
ments being developed to aid in the testing or rehabilitation activities
of the unit.
The technician was also responsible for field calibration of instru
ments and in the instruction of audiometric technicians in field
maintenance of equipment. He was also active in tribal meetings,
conferences, and aided in the interviewing and selection of the Albuquerque
Area audiometric technicians.
During FY 74, 141 persons were seen for hearing clinical services
at the Unit, 73 of these received hearing aid evaluations with 64 aids
being dispensed.
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OTITIS MEDIA CONFERENCE
The first major activity of the communication Disorders unit in
FY 74 was the conduct of a two day otitis Media Conference on September
21 and 22, 1973. The conference was attended hy Indian Health Service
and contract personnel from Albuquerque, Aberdeen, Oklahoma City,
Navajo, USET, Billinqs, and Alaska Area ofr.ices. In addition, represen
tatives from Health Services and Mental Health Administration in
Rockville and Jefferson, Arkansas attended alonq with former PHS
personnel f~o,)m New Jersey and Maryland.
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO - INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
OTITIS MEDIA CONFERENCE
List of Participants
Karen Bedwell
project Audiologist
GallUp Indian Medical Center
Gallup, New Mexico 87301

Kenneth S. Gerwin
20 Community Place
Morristown, New Jersey

Pat Blomstrom
Clinical ~udio1~ist
Gallup Indidll Medical Center
GalluTI, New Mexico 87301

John B. Grainger
Clinical Supervisor/Lecturer
Audiology
608 Beuena I1sta NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Berry D. Cox
Clinical Supervisor/Lecturer
Audiology
2701 Frontier NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Joe Harding
Director
Policy Research and Planning Group
Berkley, California 94703

Alan S. Feldman
Professor/Director
CommDaication Disorder unit
State University Hospital of the
Upstate Medical Center
syracuse, New York 13210

Karl Hattler.
Director, Autiology and Speech
Pathology Services
Lovelace Clinic
5200 Gibson Blvd SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

Robert L. Ferrell.
Pine Ridge O.M. Project Director
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

Fred Herzon
ENT Specia list
Bernalillo County Medical Center
2211 Lomas Blvd NE
Albuquerque, NevMexico 87106

will Frazier, Deputy Director
Albuquerque Area Indian Health Serve
500 Gold SW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87101

Elizabeth Hickey
Legislative Analyst
Bureau of Community Health Services
Park lawn Building
Rockville, Maryland 20852

T.T. Genz

Richard B. Hood.
Coordinator of Audiology
608 Buena Vista NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Associate Director for Administration
National Center for Toxicological
Research
Jefferson, Arkansas 72079

07960
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UNM-IHS Conference
paqe 2

Elisa Hurtado,
Albuquerque Area Indian Hlth Serve
500 Gold SW
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87101

Francis McKinley
Executive Director
National Indian Traing and
Research Center
2121 S. Mill Avenue
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Kazumi. Kasuga.

William L. Nash
Chief of Professional Services
PHS Hospital
Cherokee, North Carolina

Director
Albuquerque Area Indian Hlth Serv.
500 GrJld SW
A· Juquerque, New Mexico

87101

Lloyd E. Lamb
Chairman, Department of Communicative
Disorders
608 Buena vista NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Roy C. Rowland, Jr.
Audiology Laboratory
1201 Classen Dr.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Charles H. Lewis
Department of Otolaryngology
univ. of washington Sch.of Medicine
Seattle, Washington 98195

Joseph L. Stewart.
Communication Disorders Spec.
surge Building
2701 Frontier NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Geary McCandless
Head, Audiology
University of Utah ColI. of Medicine
Salt Lake City, utah 84112

Marion Talbot
Alaska Native Health Service
POBox 7-741
Anchorage, Alaska 99510

Clayton McCracken
Chief, Office of Program Services
Billings Area Indian Health Service
Billings, Montana 59103

Sharon Towner
Audiologist
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Window Rock, Arizona

MaX McC Ie llan

George Urban, Jr.
8830 Cameron
Bethesda, Marylanl

Audiologist
veterans Administration Hospital
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Dudley J. W.ider
Chief, otolarynqology
Alaska Native Medical Center
Ancborage, Alaska 99510

73103

Raymond p. wood II
Division of otolaryngology
university of Col.Med.Center
Denver, Colorado 80220
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~IHS Conference
Paqe 3
Bud A. west
Chief, otolaryngology
Phoenix Indian Medical Center
Phoenix, Arizona

Winifred Scott
otitis Media Program
Hearing Teclmician
Cherokee, North Carolina

Irma

:'at )If:tssanari.
Nat'l Health Service Corps.
Philadelphia, Mississippi

phi 1 Shp..bala
r~itis Media project

Bill Doug las
IHS Mental Health
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Jinlllie
Counselor
Mental Health Program
philadp :phia. l"..ississippi

Box 263

zuni, New Mexico
Felix Hurtado
Assistant Director
Albuquerque Area Office
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Jerry L. Northern
Audiology Section
lJniv. of Colo. Medical Center
4200 E. 9th avenue
Denver, Colorado 80220

Andrew Betsuie
Navajo otitis Media project
Project Audiologist
Gallup, New Mexico

vesta starkey
SOcial Services
Albuquerque Area Indian Health Serve
500 Gold SW
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Linda D. Lewis, Audiologist
Contract-IRS
P.O. 2143
Billings, Montana

Charlene Tapahe
COnsultant Audiologist - IHS
Comm.Disorders Unit
surge Building
ADu4lUerque, New Mexico
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Speakers and a brief summary of their presentations are as follows:
Dr. Alan Feldman - "Acoustic Inpedance Measurement in Tympan
ometry". Dr. Feldman reviewed the Bluestone and Brooks studies, basic
to the entire field of tympanometry. Significant findings, in
Bluestone stJdy w8ee the lack of agreement among a group of five ENT
specialists in their examination of the eustation tubes of a large
number of patients. A significant finding in the Brook Study was
that the peak for ear disease is :-ive y£~ :s but the peak for referral
for medical attention is six and a half years.

sincp oar disease may not always be accompanied by hearing loss,
pure tone audiometry is limited for diagnostic purposes. Impedance
a·.diometry is a very iDq)Ortant diagnostic tool in locating middle
ear disfunction, it is also very useful in testing very young
children from whom voluntary behavioral responses are very difficult
or iJIIpossible to obtain.
In pure tone audiometry, background noise is a significant
factor in obtaining valid thresholds. Impedance audiometry does
not require a sound proof room. There is evidence that significant
educational retardation may result from as little as 25 DB hearing
loss. There is a relationship between the thresholds for an
acoustic reflex and pure tone for noise which may give SDq)Ortant
information on a person's hearing threshold.
Drs. Raymond Wood, G.B. DeBlanc, and Dudley Weider, "Factors
Predictinq surgical SUccess".
Ray Wood - Dr. Wood reviewed the university of Colorado Medical
Center's contract with the Indian Health Service at wiondow Rock.
This study involved a survey of nearly 22,000 children. Included
in the contract was a requirement for post surgical follow-up to
evaluate the effectiveness of surgical procedures done. The
University ~ned over 1,000 medical records, of which number
700 cases had follow-up data indicating that each had had (a)
preoperative examinations and (b) postoperative examinations of
grafts. They also examined the hearing status pre-and post
operatively if records were in existence. This examination was
done for TJpe I tympanoplasties only. One of the findings
indicates the need for a uniform reporting system. '!'he JIiljor
conclusion of this aspect and study was that the overall surgical
results were better than expected considering the conditions under
which they were done.
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Speakers and a brief summary of their presentations
Paqe 2

Bruce DeBlanc
Dr. DeBlanc reviewed the theory and philosophy of
the Navajo Tribal Health and Welfare Department's function in aiding
individual Navajo Indians with their problems. He also spoke about the
relationship of tonsillectomies and adenoidectomies (T&A) to tympanoplasty
surgical success. He follows what he refers to as the ~eal Rule of Thumb":
that is, he does not perform a T&A unless it is 'fiery serious. The
Navajos' also feel this way about this ~~~~lcu'~r surgical procedure. He
also addressed remarks to the relationship ot allergies, cleft palate,
cholesteatomas, infections, post-operative aural hygiene, ossicular
conditions. and coculear reserve. Dr. DeBlanc also described what he does
regarding posl-operative follow-ups on a patient. critical to this
questior :..s information pertaining to the family sii:uation. What are the
fa::;-~rs influencing care at home, at school, and the general eavironment?
The Public Health Nurse is the person who does ~st of the follow-up care.
Dr. DeBlanc feels that the distance between the hospital where the surgery
was performed and the patient's home is a significant factor in post
surgical success. Medical factors are also involved in post-operative
success; one of these is bubble formation due to anesthesia knocking the
graft loose. This cal.1s for considerable attention to trouble shooting
for such conditions whenever the potential for them arises.
Dudley weider
Dr. Weider described the hist:ory of the Alaska ENT
program start1.ng with the McGrath study, the 1965 to 1968 surveys, and
reviewed the recently published studies on the effects of even minimal
hearing loss on the childs eventual development of linguistic skills.
He also reviewed the Alaska ampicillin study in which the use of prophylactic
ampicillin cut the acute otitis media rate by almost 50%. Considerable
time was spent in describing the surgical procedures used at Anchorage
Native Medical Center and evaluating the results, which at this time
appear to be very good. A final point of considerable significance was
the report that at McGrath the chronic otitis media prevalence rate had
been reduced from 17% to 3%.
Charles Lewis, Drs. Joe stewart and Lloyd Lamb, '~earing Aid Evaluation
and Distribution System". Charles Lewis described in general the Billings
program, first commenting on the surgical success rate in Billings as it
relates to the in4ividual physician performing surgery. He indicated
that, depending upon the surgeon used, the success rate ran from nearly
100% success to a flat 0%. One of the unique features of the Billings
program is the use of a "Flexner", a specialty trained physician assistant
used on the roobile van throughout the states of Montana and Wyoming.
Validation of the Flexner1s work, by ENT surgeons from the University of
Hashington, indicated that he is both reliable and valid. The over
referral rate by the Flexner, compared to what be done by the ENT physician,
was about 10"1>.
Insofar as hearing aid distribution is concerned, Mr. Lewis indicated
that one of the big problems at Billings initially was that of priorities.
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In order to maintain maximal success of the program, he involves other
persons at the Service unit level to the maximum extent possible. The
assistance provided by CHRs, PHNs, etc. is vital to the success of a
prograa when the mobile unit is not physically located at that Service
unit. Mr. Lewis felt that the major weakness in the program at the
present time is the concentration on middle ear disease at the expense of
sensorineural and other hearing loss.
Lloyd Lamb and Joe Stewart - Drs. Lamb and Stewart described the
hearing aid system developed for total Indian Health Service participation
and locat- r :! at t-~c conwmmication Disorders unit in Albuquerque. Dr.
Stewart de~cribed in some detail the guidelines for procuring hearing
aids by the field, the necessity for an Area plan in advance of distribu
t.i.o of aids, tile follow-up maintenance and care expected to be provided
hearing aid users, and the problem of battery supply, which is left up
to the individual Areas. Dr. Lamb described in some detail the contractual
arrangement with Indian Health service by which the aids are purchased with
Indian Health Service funds with the inventory maintained by the University
which is responsible, under the terms of the contract, for the actual
distribution of the instruments after an acceptable plan has been received
and approved by Stewart.

Dr. Lloyd LaJnb, Miss Wanda Kabotie, Dr. Joe Harding, and Mr. Francis
McKinley, "Delivery of Services in Indian communities".
The final session of the conference dealt with service delivery and
was led of f by Dr. Lamb and Mrs. Kabotie, who described the Albuquerque
Area program. Mrs. Kabotie reviewed her activities as the otitis media
worker for the Northern Pueblos and Southern Colorado stressing the
tests used, her assessment of the efficiency of such tests in the field,
and the results obtained so far. On the basis of the t:ttsting done to
date Mrs. Kabotie estimates that overall t~e is a 25\ incidence of
pathology in Indian children served by her. Considerable time was spent
in discussing from the floor Mrs. Kaboties' training, what she felt
problems were with this level of training, etc.
Dr. Harding's presentation concentrated on language behavioral research,
and response to new programs in the community. Emphasizing the production
aide of hearing aids, he indicated that success of such a program in
Indian communities relates to how better to sell the package, incorporating
into it local preceptions of what hearing aid does, who needs it, and
how it might best be utilized. Reviewing similar health acceptance re
search in samoa, the basic step is to determine preceived needs from the
peoples' point of view and then modifying the program to meet those needs.
Utilizing a ~euristic elicitation methodology", consisting of (1) domain
definition, (2) beliefs matrix, (3) judged similartiy, (4) preferance or
concept test, his organization matches up the community's perceptions
with viewed needs and the ways in which these services might be deliverd
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to ameliorate such needs. The community's pBspective of hearing loss
must be viewed in relationship to other problems-hearing iupairment
is probably not visualized in isolation in the Indian c01l'l'l1Wlity • A
major point to be considered in hearing aid dis'tribution t. the the
determination of what linkages need to be exploited in determining the
identification in other people's heads reg;oT."ding their pe:ceptions
of hearing aids and their usefulness.
Mr. r.~i<i.n'.~.r - Mr.

McKinley
the Natio"lal Indian Training and
by 40 Alt ... ·~ican Indians in 1969.
17 Indian orqanizations involved
training, etc.

reviewed the hisilory of his organization,
Research center, which was established
He reported, also, that there are now
in contracting work such as research,

To date, NITRe has conducted quite a variety of studies, including
one prepatory to an otitis medi.~proposal in which five schools with varying
Indian populations were surveyed. Twenty five percent of the children
were considered to have "learning disabilities". Teachers tended to
refer to non-Indian children as being "alexic" while Indian children were
diagnosed as having "cultural" and "language problems". Based on this
study, Mr. McKinley developed quite an interest in the relationship of
otitis media to educational achievement which led to a survey of 400
school districts which had Indian children to assess the childrens needs
with respect to history of ot:.itis, subsequent learning, etc.

In discussing his involvement with Indian communities he reviewed
the past history of research on the Indian conmmity during the 14 years
he was community coordinator for that tribe in utah. During that time
the tribe approved some 200 research projects on the reservation with
only one investigator ever submitting a final report of the research to
the tribe. This led to the obvious question of what benefit is this
research to the utes?
Areas of tribal concern of pertinence to the theme of the Conterence
was discussion of what factors are most conduciye to getting Indian
people into career ladders. Mr. McKinley felt that, in the past, there
had been entirely too much training going on for obsolete jobs with the
result that there were a number of Indians around who could' be considered
"career trainees". A particular significance for future planning activities
at the Communication Disorders unit is the statement that most Indian
training programs are short term, developed on a "crash basis" to meet
emergency needs.
At the conclusion of the Conference, it seemed to be the consensus of
the group expressing an opinion that such conferences should take place
on a regular basis, preferably at least once a year.
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TRAINING
paraprofessional training is undertaken at several levels.
Many Areas have provided various persons with training generally
ranging from a one or two day conference to "formal" audiometric
sessions of up to three weeks dv~~_ion- Among those receiving
such training are CRR' s, loCH workers, nurs es, GK:> ' s , etc. The
variability of such training necessitates that the level of
co"'~etan("e ~s varied considerably as well; at the lower level,
the paraprofessional is instructed only in the basics of pure
~one audiometry for screening purposes.
At the highest level,
che instruction is intensified in such areas as anatomy and
physiology, ear disease, audiometric (including impedance) testing,
otologic examination (including operating microscope and pneumatic
otoscope), cleaning ears, removing wax, and operating room scrub
nurse activities. The general course of this training runs from
two weeks to several months (in the case of the otology technician
training) and for the most part is highly individualized.
The first IHS-wide training program for audiometric technicians
was held in June, 1974, at the Communication Disorders Unit in
Albuquerque. Sixteen trainees from seven states were enrolled in
the three week course.
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AUDIOMETRIC TECHNICIAN TRAINING COURSE
June 10 - 28, 1974
ENROLLMENT

-

Name

Location

Area

Gilbertson, Audrey

Tan~'1:', Al:'i~1<a

Alaska

Hensley, John

Kotzebue, Alaska

Alaska

Enos, Patricia

Tesuque, New Mexico

Albuquerque

zuni, New Mexico

A]huquerque

Kiro, Ann

Laguna, New Mexico

Albuquerque

Lucero, Fred

Isleta, New Mexico

Albuquerque

Platero, Lawrence

Canoncito, New Mexico

Albuquerque

Talley, Connie

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Albuquerque

Ferguson, Lois

Poplar, Montana

Billings

Hewankoran, Alice

st.Ignatius, Montana

Billings

Old Bull, Laurence

Crow Agency, t-bntana'

Billings

Vernwald, Betty

Browning, Montana

Billings

t'1anstall, Roy

Ft. Washakie, Wyoming

Billings

;'Iise, Eleanor

OWyhee, Nevada

Phoenix

scott, Winifred

Cherokee, North Carolina

USET

Henry, Grady

Choctaw, Mississippi

USET

L to R,

Chumley, Wise, Eria..:ho, Ferguson,

Front Row

Enos, vernwald, Hewankovan, Kiro, Gilbertson, Foust

Second Row
Grainger, Talley, Platero, Lucero, OldBull, Henry, Wanstall, Hensley, Hood
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SPECIAL FOREIGN CURRENCY PROJECTS

A number of special foreign currency projects, ccmducted under
auspices of Public Law 480, were continued in FY 74.
INDIA
TWo projects, "An investigation of hearing and speech disorders
in varanasi" and "An investigation of meClic..al
reconstructive
procedures in otolaryngological disorders", are still underway at

ClJl"

the Banaras Hindu University in Varanasi.
in the data collection stage.

These projects are still

YUOOSLAVIA
Two previously reported projects "Linguistic habilitation for the
hearing ~red" and "Development and evaluation of a phonetic audio
meter based upon the Navajo language", were continued during FY 74.
Both projects have completed the data collection phase and these data
are being evaluated at the present time prior to there submission in
a final report.

EGYPl'

The previously reported project for Egypt: stimulated during FY 72,
dealing with the epidemiology of otitis media in rural areas, was
approved and ~tted through channels for funding in FY 75.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND

RECOMMENDA~ONS

Over the past four years, the otitis Media Program has shown
growth and progress. As expected, growth and progress is directly
related to individual Areas fiscal and pE'-::-sonnel restraints. Not
surprisingly, Areas equipped to establish a program at onset of
special funding (notably Alaska and P';l1inqs) have shown the best
results to date.
,b.'~ this time, each Area has an operational program of some
extent, ~ij;lether utilizing special otitis media funds or not.
Congressionally added funds in the FY 75 budget are enabling
the continual growth of programs. The lack of personnel in all
Areas will continue to prove to be a handicap, particularly in
surgical programs such as Navajo and Phoenix. While present
contracts for services have proven to be satisfactory in many
respects, unmanageable problems such as lack of control over
contractor' s staff, dilution of program goals, tOOunting overhead
rates, etc., do not bade well fa: program effectiveness over a
long period of time.

A major overall problem at this time is the lack of sufficient
reliable data upon which to base evaluations of program effectiveness.
The lack of uniformity of diagnoses, cited elsewhere in this
report, appears to be a problem throughout the system. Since these
data are for hospital visits only, they also do not include persons
seen in screening programs, referred to other than hospital facilit1es,
etc. A simplification of this approach would seem to be to combine
these two categories of data, but this does not allow for any
elimination of overlap of persons seen both places. In addition,
variations among the screening programs themselves insofar as tests
used, pass-failed criteria, etc., also work against the possibility
of developing a suitable data base for evaluation purposes. The
latter problem appears to be working itself toward a solution except
in such areas where all the screening is provided by other agencies
outside the IHS and, accordingly, are not obtainable for our purposes.
The first problem could be resolved with more intensive training at
the Service Unit level, but results, to date, indicate that the
physicians--who make the diagnoses which are being questioned--are
the least likely to attend such sessions. The data reported from the
Phoenix area, if generally applicable throughout the Service, would
altOOst seem to negate the use of these figures entirely for this purpose.
Similarly, there is a great deal of variation among Areas as to
the surgical backlog. In some cases, the estimate is based upon
surveys of large segments of the population while in others it is
merely a tabulation of names from a waiting list, either of which
makes the overall reporting of a surgical backlog an extremely
difficult and highly qualified matter.
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Primary recommendations to be made, based upon the FY 74
reporting data are as follows:
1. COncentration on training more Indian para-professionals,
including the collection of appropri~te d~+a and use of consistent
measuring devices such as both pure-tone audiometry and acoustic
impedance. I f the present data reporting system is to have any
valul" for evaluation purposes, considerably mre effort Im.1st be
spent at the Service Unit level in developing consistent criteria
for diagnoses by the physicians.
2. A more realistic means of determining each Area's potential
surgery backlog needs to be developed and maintained on an ongoing
basis~ this could ideally be incorporated into activity #1, above.
3. Those Areas not IlOW participating in hearing aid distribu
tion plan should be encouraged to develop the necessary plans to
enable early participation in this activity.
4. Wtih the beginnings of a re~ion in otitis media seen in
some Areas, preliminary planning should be undertaken as soon as
posaDSe to develop speech and language programs as an obvious
and logical outgrowth of the otitis media activity.

SERVICES OY AREA - ry 14'
Total Number Screened
Ch i Idren
Adults
Tota I Number Fa I ling (one
patient may fail One or
all three)
Audiometry - Children
- Adults

AOERO€Ei>

ALASKA
- -

AL811QU!:RQUE

51 !»1I·W1Y

or SERV ICES

BI LI INGS

NAVAJO
--

2720"
~-

1304

6196

4368

1210

4833

4100

94

1363

268

1514

1921

1027

I

OKU.I:OMA

12061

24091

1~30"

12061

696*-

0

2.422
:1469

1000

546

3162

PHOEIW(
_-

..

r

I

.. ,

USET
-

TOTAL

458

1707

5321 I

448

1499

47103

10

208

6108

SELLS
- -

6

9176

396

1537

357

249

423

2622

4

Audic~try

56

384

185

440

0

540

2

5588
/615

Tympancmetr, - Childr6n

-

1230

396

0
0

0

2623

0

0

492

480
0

1'1
46

0
0

3096
416

1246

I

236

696
/35

301

0
1062
0

1030
165

0
0

393
205

249

1921

167

546

249

1537
3/34

42

546

0

125

0

Number with Hearing Losses

204

1921

703

697

423

2046

0

5994

Ch i Idren - Un i latera I

43

707

283

97

317

808

0

2255

105

830

235

152

106

834

0

2262

14
42

200

55

151

0

145

0

565

184

130

297

0

259

0

9/2

1410

1921

895

588

546

749

0

267

6376

107

799

26

97

287

46

139

0

14

1563

Tympanometry - Adults
Otoscopic - Children
Otoscopic - Adults
Numoer Referrea for O'agnostlc Audiometry
Children
Adults

Children - Bi lateral
Adults - Unilatecal
Ad;J1t5 - Bi lateral

Ncmber Referred for Medlcal-Surgical Evaluation
Total Ear Operations
Hedri ng Ai ds

Nl.T.~er

Cn; Idren
P,dt: I

rs

Number Gf Persons TralneG

III

I

560

2

246

4938

978

350

2

158

3862

268

210

0

88

1075

38

20

53

124

90

61

69

9

30

494

22

15

20
70

15

9

f'

5

8
116

2

16

8
45

59

54

J

99
395

0

24

15

116+

17

13

II

6

0

2

9

0

0

f\ud i O;~1 r i f ,'5

0

10
0

~~:Rs

0

0

12

6

9

8

0

0

(,I·IOs

0

10

2

3

0

I

0

Otn"r

0

0

4

6

3
102+

0

12

8

22

934

120

149

7000

16

0

$1/9,2 i 7

$5,000,000

Current 5 ,,-gl-:,> I 8acklog
tstimatt'd C-:-c+
,

••
'"
••••

$150,000

$50,000

1<0 udta a"allable frOfll Bemidji and Portland Areas.

!
I

I

I
---

See narrative Area report .

53
$29,040

)0
_-I
~

2
0
0

0

~

I
I
I

205+

I

35

I

I

I

19
19
13:+
8294 .. ••
$5, \.8,257

---

Data nc' supplied In tnis form.
Se~ Indlyldual Area report.
S<de Synnlu·y.

In<.!.Jdes Port Iand Area (48 ope rat I 0115) •
TABLE 3.
111
W
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Table 4s
SUl'llARY OP SERVICES PROVIDED, RESULTS, AND FOLU>W-UP REPORTED FOR

OTI'l'IS MEDIA PROGRAM DUlURG FISCAL Yl!'ARS 1971, 1972, 1973 and 1974.

FY 71
~

of Screened

FY

n

FY 73

FY 74

'1'O'1'AL

20,930

21,676

29,286

53,211

125,103

4,061

9,038

9,629

9,176

31,904

2,879

3,071

4,616

5,944

16,510

2,683

3,501

10,S43

6,376

23,103

2,160

1,779

2,285

2,164

8,388

71

131

440

479

919

N\DII)er Screening
Fail.ures ..

confiJ:med Bearinq

Losses
Medica1/S1U:9ica1
Referrals

COq)le1:ed SUrqical
Procedures
NuIIIber of Hearing

Aids P1:ovided

.. 'rhree exud.nat:ions, one pat:ient: WIlly fail any or all three.

